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Global Trivia Competition Inspires Students with a WORLD of Learning
Supporting Global Education at the Annual OneWorld Gala, first virtual experience

CINCINNATI, OH & NORTHERN KENTUCKY, March 1, 2021 – During 2020, the World Affairs
Council has pivoted to virtual learning opportunities for students and teachers; innovated with
virtual exchanges; and moved quickly to monthly webinars with foreign affairs speakers. Despite
the uncertainty, we remain committed to serving our community and helping to diminish
boundaries.

In 2021, in whatever way we can safely accomplish it, the Council is going to continue creating
international connections, raising awareness on imperative global topics, and developing
empathy within students through creating an online learning platform.

The Council is proud to announce the 8th Annual One World Gala occurring for the first time
virtually on April 10th. There will also be two pre-gala happy hours: April 6, International i-EATS
Restaurant Insider Chat & April 8, Cocktails of the World with Molly Wellmann.  As our only
fundraiser during the year, we need your support to continue increasing students’ global skills
for our world.

“The diversity of the experience and content was quite remarkable. More importantly the
engagement of the attendees really spoke to the idea of embracing diversity and making
community and business leaders realize how important it is to focus on inclusion rather than
exclusion in interactions both professional and personal.The organization stands for everything
that is right with Cincinnati and its goals moving forward.” Past Gala Participant

Sponsored by Carol Ann & Ralph V. Haile, Jr. Foundation proceeds from the event will support
global education programs which prepare local students to succeed in the 21st century. Support
local restaurants, create a special cocktail, and form your team today to play a part in these
highly anticipated experiences supporting ongoing educational programs that help students live,
work, and lead globally.

To join us or obtain more information about this event, please click here.

###

The World Affairs Council - Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky is a 501c3 nonprofit organization
with the goals of educating and connecting the city to the larger, global community. Through our
website, GlobalCincinnati.org, we are a resource for citizens in Cincinnati and Northern
Kentucky to connect and engage with the global community that exists on a local level.
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